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Abstract 
The analysis of next-generation sequencing (NGS) data requires complex computational workflows 
consisting of dozens of autonomously developed yet interdependent processing steps. Whenever large 
amounts of data need to be processed, these workflows must be executed on a parallel and/or distrib-
uted systems to ensure reasonable runtime. To simplify the development and parallel execution of 
workflows, researchers rely on existing services such as distributed file systems, specialized workflow 
languages, resource managers, or workflow scheduling tools. Systems that cover some or all of these 
functionalities are categorized under labels like scientific workflow management systems, big data pro-
cessing frameworks, or batch-queuing systems. Porting a workflow developed for a particular system 
on a particular hardware infrastructure to another system or to another infrastructure is non-trivial, 
which poses a major impediment to the scientific necessities of workflow reproducibility and workflow 
reusability.  
In this work, we describe our efforts to port a state-of-the-art workflow for the detection of specific 
variants in whole-exome sequencing of mice. The workflow originally was developed in the scientific 
workflow system snakemake for execution on a high-performance cluster controlled by Sun Grid En-
gine. In the project, we ported it to the scientific workflow system SaasFee that can execute workflows 
on (multi-core) stand-alone servers or on clusters of arbitrary sizes using the Hadoop cluster manage-
ment software. The purpose of this port was that also owners of low-cost hardware infrastructures, 
for which Hadoop was made for, become able to use the workflow. Although both the source and the 
target system are called scientific workflow systems, they differ in numerous aspects, ranging from the 
workflow languages to the scheduling mechanisms and the file access interfaces. These differences 
resulted in various problems, some expected and more unexpected, that had to be resolved before 
the workflow could be run with equal semantics. As a side-effect, we also report cost/runtime ratios 
for a state-of-the-art NGS workflow on very different hardware platforms: A comparably cheap stand-
alone server (80 threads), a mid-cost, mid-sized cluster (552 threads), and a high-end HPC system (3784 
threads). 
Introduction 
Scientific workflows are series of programs, called tasks, connected by input-output dependencies that 
dictate a partial execution order [BL13]. Parallelization is essential for these workflows when the data 
sets to be processed are large, e.g., several terabyte in size. While mid-size data sets often only require 
powerful stand—alone servers, where parallelization is achieved by using concurrent threads, larger 
data sets require distributed infrastructures consisting of multiple nodes, each featuring multiple 
threads. As distributed systems bring their own complexities, such as remote file access or the need to 
deal with heterogeneous nodes, workflow engines typically rely on different lower-level services of-
fering unified interfaces over distributed resources, such as file systems and resource managers. A 
sketch of a typical architecture of workflow systems over distributed infrastructures is shown in Figure 
1. In this architecture, a workflow is specified in some workflow language and then compiled statically 
or dynamically into an execution plan by a workflow execution engine. The physical order in which and 
the node on which tasks are executed is determined by a scheduler, which uses a resource manager 
to access the resources of the distributed nodes. Each node has a local resource manager and a runtime 
environment, capable of running the tasks assigned to it by the scheduler. Tasks of a workflow ex-
change data through a distributed file system. 
 
Figure 1. Architecture of a workflow system over a distributed infrastructure. RM: Resource man-
agers; RE: Runtime engine; OS: Operating system; DFS: Distributed file system 
Very few of these components are standardized, nor are their interfaces. This makes the exchange of 
system components difficult. For instance, most file systems support the POSIX standard for working 
with files, yet the popular Hadoop distributed file system (HDFS) does not [Bor07]. As another example, 
many batch queuing systems support the DRMAA interface for specifying jobs [TBG+12], but the recent 
big data processing framework Spark does not [ZCD+12]. Standardization is also lacking at the higher 
levels. There exists a multitude of different workflow languages with often very different semantics 
[BRL17]. In most existing concrete systems, no separate execution engine exists, but workflow execu-
tion, from parsing a workflow to partitioning of data and determination of physical plans, is imple-
mented in a single, monolithic component. Resource managers often bring their own schedulers; over-
all, schedulers as separate, potentially interchangeable component are rare. Furthermore, concrete 
systems typically were designed for a certain class of distributed infrastructures. For instance, batch 
queuing systems, which originate in HPC systems, usually expect their execution nodes to be rather 
homogeneous (same memory, same CPUs etc.), whereas the recent systems big data processing 
frameworks usually explicitly address heterogeneity in the infrastructure in one or the other way (e.g., 
[WZX+16, SCN+15]. These assumptions, in turn, have consequences on the type of scheduling algo-
rithm needed. 
A scientist typically develops her workflow for the given, concrete environment available at her organ-
ization. The environment offers all or most of the described functionality by assembling specific com-
ponents selected by technical administration staff. Due the lack of standardization, such a workflow 
typically will only run on this specific environment or on environments with only small deviations. 
Whenever larger changes occur, execution may break, systems may be suboptimally used, or runtimes 
may deteriorate drastically. For instance, workflows often explicitly encode the degree of parallelism 
of the workflow execution. When an infrastructure has considerably less nodes at its disposal than this 
parameter, runtime may suffer dramatically due to overloading of nodes; when an infrastructure has 
considerably more nodes at hand, most of them will stay unused, leading to ineffective execution. Due 
to this situation, porting a workflow from one system to another today often still is a major undertak-
ing. This is an unfortunate situation, as it critically impedes workflow reuse and reproducibility of re-
sults [CBB+17]. Actually, we believe that most of today’s large-scale computational analysis running 
over very large data sets are not reproducible without access to the very same infrastructure the orig-
inal analysis was developed for1.  
In this paper, we report on the process of porting a workflow for finding specific genomic variants in 
certain mice. The workflow originally was written with snakemake [KR12] for a high-end cluster con-
trolled by the Sun Grid Engine (SGE – now Oracle Grid Engine2) and featuring a high-performance par-
allel file system. As many labs have no access to such costly infrastructures and such infrastructures 
furthermore are not necessary for moderately large data sets, we aimed at porting it to the scientific 
workflow engine SaasFee [BBL+15]. SaasFee can execute workflows on any cluster running the popular 
resource manager Yarn, a resource manager specifically developed for large clusters of inexpensive 
hardware with standard network facilities. SaasFee also supports stand-alone servers, which are much 
easier to administer, cheaper to acquire, often fast enough for smaller data sets and therefore very 
attractive for smaller labs with small or moderate data production. During this port, we had to (1) 
translate the workflow from snakemake, an extension of Python, to Cuneiform [BBL15], the workflow 
language of SaasFee, (2) change the workflow to adapt to the different infrastructures, in particular 
the different file access methods, (3) change the workflow to adapt to the very different scheduling 
policies of SGE and SaasFee, (4) change SaasFee’s execution engine Hi-Way [BBW+17] to cope with 
certain requirements of the workflow, and (5) perform numerous experiments to detect and to solve 
subtle issues created by differences between source and target system. After roughly three net person 
months of work, we eventually were able to run the workflow simultaneously on the source and the 
target system.  
The aim of this paper is to inform other scientists facing the challenge of porting their workflow across 
heterogeneous systems about the problems and pitfalls we encountered. Clearly, this is not a system-
atic study on workflow portability, which would require investigating a multitude of source / target 
pairs, but a detailed case report on a specific port.  
As a side-effect, we eventually also were able to compare the runtimes of the workflow on different 
systems over the same input, and to put them into perspective to the acquisition costs of the systems. 
As SaasFee can also run on cloud-based virtualized infrastructures, we were also able to estimate 
runtime and costs when running the workflow on rented virtual machines from Amazon’s EC2. 
Methods and Data 
Overview of the Workflow  
The workflow described here has been developed as part of a project for characterizing changes of 
Diffuse Large B-Cell Lymphoma (DLBCL) in mice. The workflow itself is only concerned with exome 
sequencing. DNA samples from mice suffering from DLBCL and healthy control tissue were whole-ex-
ome sequenced (WES) using an Illumina HiSeq machine3. Enrichment of exonic sequences was per-
formed using Agilent SureSelect XT Mouse AllExon. The exons of a gene make up the mature mRNA, 
which is the blueprint for the final protein. The prime interest of the project was to detect somatic 
variations in the genome between tumor and healthy tissue, as these can offer insights into the func-
tioning of a tumor. In the original experiment, 27 samples from DLBCL and two controls were se-
quenced and their 27*2=54 pair-wise genetic differences were computed.  
                                                          
1 We admit that we have no experimental evidence for this claim. 
2 See https://www.oracle.com/technetwork/oem/grid-engine-166852.html 
3 See https://www.illumina.com/systems/sequencing-platforms.html 
In this work, we only focus on the core workflow, starting from the set of reads created by the se-
quencer and ending with sets of genetic differences4. Furthermore, for simplicity we here only consider 
single nucleotide variants, although other variations are equally important. An overview of this work-
flow is shown in Figure 2. It takes as input the read sets of each sequenced sample and first uses BWA-
MEM [Li13] to align the individual reads to a mouse reference genome (MGSCv37 - mm9). After creat-
ing an index of the aligned sequences, each genome from a tumor is paired with the genome of a 
healthy control to find somatic variants using MuTect [CLC+13]. As the last step, the workflow removes 
likely non-somatic variants and compresses the output files.  
 
Figure 2. Workflow for finding variations in whole-exomes of two samples. Tools are described in 
more detail in the text and in Table 1. 
For porting this workflow from one scientific workflow system to another, especially the possibilities 
for parallelization are important. For describing these, it is instrumental to divide the workflow into 
three phases:  
• Alignment phase: In the alignment phase, all samples, i.e., read sets, can be aligned inde-
pendently from each other and in parallel. Furthermore, each read can be aligned inde-
pendently of the other reads of a read set (up to a certain point of the analysis), offering further 
parallelization options within the aligner itself. In BWA-MEM, the latter can be configured by 
a parameter dictating the number of threads to be used during alignment. In contrast, paral-
lelization at the sample level must be programmed in the workflow itself.  
• Variant calling phase: In the variant calling phase, pairs of aligned samples are analyzed by the 
tool MuTect to identify point-wise differences. MuTect uses only a single thread; however, the 
genomes of the samples can be partitioned prior to giving them to MuTect. Thus, this process 
can be parallelized by starting different MuTect instances, each on a different, non-overlapping 
region of a genome.  
• Post-Processing phase: In this phase, the sets of variants created by the region- and pair-wise 
comparison of tumors to samples are merged, non-somatic variations are removed, and the 
overall output is compressed. The first two steps of this phase can be parallelized at the level 
of the regions defined for the previous phase; in contrast, the compression requires the ge-
nome-wide lists as input.  
An overview of the resource characteristics of the different tasks in the workflow is shown in Table 1. 
The two most resource-hungry and hence most important steps are BWA-MEM and MuTect: 
• BWA-MEM loads a reference genome and a read set into main memory and scales the align-
ment across all threads allowed by the command-line parameter. Due to the algorithmic chal-
lenges of read alignment, it is a CPU- and memory intensive program, whereas IO plays a minor 
role. Network traffic is mainly generated at the beginning when the FASTQ files are distributed 
throughout the cluster nodes. On a single node with a fixed size of main memory and a fixed 
number of threads, one can start multiple instances of BWA-MEM, but must consider that each 
instance requires a certain amount of memory. If more instances are started than memory is 
                                                          
4 The original workflow implementation was performed in 2016 and the port was accomplished in 2017. Some 
of the tools used today have other configurations. 
available, the system will start to spill memory on disk, leading to terrible runtime delays; if 
more instances are started than threads are available, runtime will slowly degrade, as in-
stances have to wait for each other.  
 
Tool Task Multi-Threaded? Memory  requirements? 
Network  
requirements? 
TRIMADAP-MT5 Sequence trimming Yes, configurable  Low (streaming) Low at start to access 
read files and at end 
for writing results. 
Tools communicate 
via memory pipes.  
BWA-MEM [Li13] Read alignment Yes, configurable High (8-14 GB) 
SAMBLASTER [GH14] Mark read duplicates No Low (streaming) 
SAMTOOLS 
[LHW+09] 
Alignment splitting, 
and indexing 
Yes, configurable Low (streaming) 
MuTect [CLC+13] Mutation detection No Medium (3-10 GB) High  
BCFTOOLS6 filtering somatic mu-
tations 
Yes, configurable  Very low Very low 
Script (python) Merge VCF files No Very low Very low 
bgzip Compress VCF files No Very low Very low 
 
Table 1. Overview of important characteristics of the tools in the workflow. 
• In contrast, MuTect, when run on smaller regions, is a more network-bound process. For each 
region in each combination of control and tumor exomes, two alignments have to be sent to 
the respective MuTect task. If smaller regions are chosen, more MuTect instances can be run 
in parallel, but also more network traffic is incurred. If larger regions are chosen, less instances 
are started and the runtime of a single instance starts to matter. Additionally, each process 
requires the full reference dictionary in the main memory (2.6 GB), which must be considered 
when determining the number of MuTect instances to start on a single node.  
The properties have obvious consequences regarding the infrastructure at hand. For instance, BWA-
MEM benefits from strong nodes with many threads and a large main memory, whereas MuTect is 
sensitive to network bandwidth and data shipment protocol. These consequences will be discussed in 
more details below.  
 
Name (abbreviation) Stand-Alone (SA) Yarn-Cluster (YC) HPC Cluster (HPC) 
Type monolithic cluster cluster 
Controlled by SaasFee SaasFee Snakemake-SGE 
Compute nodes 1 23 111 
Total number of threads 80 552 3784 
Memory / node 512 GB 24 / 36 GB 128 / 188 / 500 / 1000 GB 
Mem. / thread (average) 6.4 GB 1.25 GB 11.7 GB 
Network type None Ethernet Ethernet 
Bandwidth Na 10 GBit 64 GBit 
 
Table 2. Overview of the hardware infrastructure of the source system (third column) and of the 
target systems (first and second column). 
                                                          
5https://github.com/lh3/trimadap 
6http://samtools.github.io/bcftools/bcftools.html 
Source and target system 
In this project, we ported the workflow just described from a source system, henceforth called snake-
make-SGE, to a target system, henceforth called SaasFee. These exhibit distinct properties that will be 
described in the following paragraphs. The main aim of the port was to make the workflow, developed 
for an expensive high-end system, also available for users having only significantly less efficient and 
less costly hardware infrastructure. An overview on the different infrastructures used in the experi-
ments is shown in Table 2. 
• Snakemake-SGE. The workflow originally was implemented in Python using the scientific 
workflow system snakemake. A workflow is defined by a set of rules and each rule specifies a 
set of input- and output-files as well as instructions (e.g. in Python or bash) for transforming 
the input files into the output. Upon execution, Snakemake creates a DAG with all tasks and 
automatically determines which tasks can be run in parallel. This DAG is transferred to a Sun 
Grid Engine through the DRMAA interface. SGE schedules the tasks on all available nodes with 
the goal to achieve uniform load, taking resource constraints, such as limited memory, into 
account. The location of input (and output) files is not considered for scheduling, because the 
engine assumes a fast network and fast shared file system. The specific system described here 
uses the General Parallel File System (GPFS). 
• SaasFee. SaasFee is a scientific workflow engine consisting of the workflow language Cunei-
form and the execution engine HiWay. Cuneiform is a functional workflow language in which 
tasks are encapsulated as functions. These can be written in multiple programming languages, 
they can be chained, and they can be used in second-order functions, like MAP, CROSS, or 
REDUCE [BBL15]. A Cuneiform program is compiled into a logical workflow execution plan. This 
plan can be executed either on a stand-alone server using only local main memory and the 
local file system, or it can be passed to the workflow engine HiWay. HiWay coordinates the 
execution of a workflow plan on a cluster of nodes managed by Apache Yarn, using HDFS as 
distributed file system7. Whatever mode is used, a runtime environment must be installed on 
all participating nodes to ensure that assigned tasks are executable. As HDFS is not POSIX com-
pliant yet tasks typically access their input file through a POSIX interface, HiWay also takes over 
responsibility to stage-out input data from HDFS to the node chosen for executing a task, and 
to stage-in output files into HDFS to make them available on the entire cluster.  
Original implementation 
The original implementation of the workflow targeted the snakemake-SGE stack on the HPC cluster 
(see Table 2). It first paired each control exome with each tumor exome, yielding 54 pairs in total. For 
each pair both FASTQ files are first aligned with BWA-MEM, making up 108 alignment tasks. Note that 
most alignments are redundant because BWA-MEM processes each tumor exome two times, and each 
control exome even 27 times, once for each tumor input file. Such inefficiencies are not rare on sys-
tems with large compute power if they are faster to develop and the additional compute time is not 
considered critical. Through manual configuration of the workflow, SGE is instructed to use 54 nodes 
(roughly half of the HPC cluster) and to process on each node two instances of TRIMADAP, BWA-MEM, 
SAMBLASTER and SAMTOOLS with up to 24 threads. Within this sub-workflow, all tools communicate 
via pipes, avoiding any IO. Each instance of this sub-workflow splits the resulting alignment into 467 
genome regions to allow parallel processing with MuTect in the next phase. One MuTecT instance is 
started for every region in each of the pairs, resulting in 467 * 54 = 25.228 tasks. These variant-calling 
tasks are distributed across all available nodes on the cluster. In the end, all 467 result files of each pair 
are combined into a single compressed VCF output file. 
Results 
We describe our experiences in porting a workflow for NGS data analysis from a system based on 
snakemake / SGE / GPFS on a HPC cluster with a fast network to a system based on SaasFee / Yarn / 
                                                          
7 See https://hadoop.apache.org/ 
HDFS on a stand-alone server or a modestly sized cluster with a moderately fast network. We structure 
our report along the components of a scientific workflow system as sketched in Figure 1 – starting from 
the workflow language to the resource management / scheduling and eventually to the file system. 
We also describe bugs and inefficiencies we encountered and corrected during the port, both in the 
workflow itself and within the systems used. 
From Snakemake to Cuneiform 
The original implementation was based on snakemake, an extension of Python for defining and exe-
cuting scientific workflows. The target system was programmed in Cuneiform, a functional scientific 
workflow language. The two languages follow a very different approach to workflow specification – 
while snakemake is declarative, defining tasks and dependencies in terms of rules that together and 
implicitly span the workflow DAG, Cuneiform is a functional language, where dependencies are explic-
itly defined by the developer.  
Porting between these languages thus had two aspects. First, the basic tasks had to be extracted from 
the snakemake program and wrapped in Cuneiform functions. As Cuneiform supports multiple pro-
gramming languages in its functions including bash and Python, this part was rather straightforward. 
The only changes we applied were the “uncovering” of certain parameters, such as the number of 
regions to split in the aligned reads. These were hard-coded within scripts in snakemake, whereas we 
had to expose them as Cuneiform parameters in the target system to improve control for execution 
on different target infrastructures (see below).  
Specifying the structure of the workflow required considerably more attention. We reengineered the 
call structure from the snakemake program by manually comparing rule results and preconditions, and 
translated them into Cuneiform constructs. Special attention was necessary for loops. These are (im-
plicitly) encoded in snakemake as rules matching to certain file names, which we had to translate into 
separate Cuneiform functions. These functions are concerned with managing the relationships be-
tween the different tasks, e.g. to specify whether lists of arguments are to be combined as dot product 
or as cross product. 
Scheduling and resource management 
Scheduling workflows on parallel and/or distributed infrastructures is an intricate problem. Optimal 
schedules depend on the available number of nodes, the tasks to be scheduled, the speed of the un-
derlying network and file system, the resources of each node (especially memory and number of hard-
ware threads), the robustness of the system in terms of failure recovery, and many more factors 
[LPVM15]. The tasks to be scheduled, in turn, are designed by the workflow developer, which involves 
decisions regarding their granularity. In principle, having more (independent) tasks creates more de-
grees-of-freedom for the scheduler, but also poses a more complex problem to the scheduler and leads 
to more communication between tasks, which may be expensive if the file system is involved. The 
consequences of these trade-offs differ much between different systems and different infrastructures, 
and it is largely the responsibility of the developer to find a suitable configuration, where suitable can 
mean anything from “satisfying” to “optimal”. 
In principle, the two systems studied here do not differ much in their architecture with regard to the 
execution engine. In the source system, snakemake creates a workflow dependency graph that is 
handed over to the SGE for scheduling. In the target system, Cuneiform programs are compiled to a 
workflow dependency graph8 that either is scheduled locally (SA system) or is handed over to HiWay 
for scheduling (YC system). However, notable differences exist in the lower levels of the workflow en-
vironment (see Figure 1), which has severe implications on scheduling and resource management as 
well. First, the HPC source system uses a shared parallel file system over a fast network. The scheduler 
thus simply ignores the location of input files when assigning tasks to nodes. In addition, the original 
workflow implementation tended to ignore file access and network issues, as it was considered fast 
                                                          
8 Note the in SaasFee the interface between the execution engine and the Cuneiform runtime engine actually is 
dynamic, also allowing for dynamic workflow graphs [BBW+17]. However, as this functionality is not important 
for the workflow described here, we omit this detail. 
enough. In contrast, the YC target system has an only moderately powerful network. Furthermore, 
input and output files must be staged-in and staged-out from / to HDFS, creating additional IO when 
tasks access data that is not available locally. To minimize such cases, the HiWay scheduler is place-
ment-aware, i.e., it tries to place tasks at those machines where their input data already (partly or 
entirely) resides, trying to avoid the detour over HDFS. Second, the available main memory differs 
much between the three systems we studied. Nodes in HPC (source) have large memories, allowing 
many task instances to run on the same node. Also SA (target) has a large memory compared to the 
number of threads. In contrast, the nodes in YC (target) have smaller memories, which can quickly 
induce paging when too many instances are started in parallel.  
We describe the consequences of these differences regarding the two main components, BWA-MEM 
and MuTect: 
• Adjusting BWA-MEM. This tool is convenient to handle as one can increase the number of 
workers for each task without requiring more memory, because BWA-MEM always requires 
the same memory to load the entire reference genome (in indexed form). This makes the ratio 
between number of threads and available RAM adaptable. We configured the target workflow 
on SA to start 30 alignment tasks in parallel with three threads each. This leads to an almost 
100% usage of CPU resources without exceeding the main memory. In contrast, in YC we could 
start only three or four instances per node, as these already completely exhausted memory 
resources. This implies that the result files are distributed over the entire cluster and must be 
shipped later for the MuTect tasks. The HPC system has a convenient surplus of RAM for this 
task, with each single thread having more memory available than a BWA-MEM instance actu-
ally consumes. One could comfortably run more than 3000 parallel alignment tasks on this 
system, significantly outnumbering the maximum of 108 tasks needed for this workflow. 
• Adjusting MuTect. MuTect, in the version we used for our workflow, was a single-threaded 
tool. Thus, the number of instances to start is determined by the number of disjoint genomic 
regions created in the previous phase. Independent of the size of the region to work on, each 
MuTect instance requires an almost identical amount of main memory (roughly 3 GB) for load-
ing the reference genome. Therefore, it depends on the specific hardware infrastructure into 
how many parts a sample should be split. With only 1-2 GB RAM available on average per 
thread, YC can only utilize a fraction of its CPU capacity: Execution of MuTect here is memory-
bound, not CPU-bound. Starting more instances on a node will not lead to more parallelization 
due to the lack of free memory. In contrast, SA can start 80 MuTect instances for its 80 threads 
without running into memory shortage. As all IO on SA is local, a low number of splits could be 
attractive in this setting, as it leads to a low number of tasks, making scheduling and resource 
management easier. This also holds for the HPC system, as each of its nodes has enough 
memory to start as many MuTect instances as threads are available.  
The main configuration parameter to adapt the workflow to different hardware infrastructures thus is 
the number of splits of an aligned sample pair. In the source system, the number of splits was fixed to 
467. As there is a trade-of between network traffic, complexity of scheduling, and load per node re-
garding the number of splits, in the target system we experimented with three different configura-
tions: 22, 467, and 2863 (see discussion).  
Execution and file access 
Each workflow system must ensure that each node it assigns a task for execution can actually execute 
this task. This implies that the code must be executable, which requires properly compiled binaries, 
that libraries a task depends on are available in the right version at the expected position, and that the 
file system structure is as assumed by the task. The two most prominent ways of ensuring this are 
“virtualization” and “installation”. The latter is the more conventional way and requires installation of 
a proper runtime environment (i.e., all task binaries and its dependencies) in the operating system on 
every node participating in the execution. The former today is the preferred way. Here, tasks and their 
dependencies are installed once in a virtual environment, e.g. a container or a virtual machine, which 
is then installed on every node. As at the time of this study container technology was in its infancy and 
virtual machines were considered performance-harming, the source system applied “installation”. 
Porting the runtime environment therefore required recompiling all tools on the specific target plat-
forms and gathering platform-specific versions of all its dependencies. In Hi-Way, proper environments 
are build by installing a “raw” virtual machine for every task execution on every node, which first exe-
cutes a pre-prepared script that installs the runtime environment within the VM. Porting the runtime 
environment therefore required a time-consuming programming of this script for installing roughly a 
dozen of tools in the VM. 
Another difference between the two systems is file access. In the HPC system, all tasks access their 
files over a shared parallel file system. Thus, they are not aware of and need not bother with the loca-
tion of their input or output files. As the underlying network is fast, optimizations of IO, by bringing 
tasks closer (network-wise) to their data was not implemented. In contrast, the target system on YC 
uses HDFS for file access. HDFS also is a shared parallel file system but its API is not POSIX-compliant, 
which means that task not implemented on the HDFS API cannot use it. This, in turn, implies that each 
task has to be wrapped in a script that first reads all input data for a task from HDFS, places it in the 
local file system, configures the task to use this data, reads all its local output files, and eventually 
places them in HDFS to make them available for future tasks. This procedure is transparent for the 
workflow developer, as HiWay automatically applies it for every task invocation. Nevertheless, it im-
plies that workflows in SaasFee are very sensitive to large amounts of IO, making certain adaptations 
of the workflow necessary to achieve “fast enough” runtime on YC. The situation is much more com-
fortable on the SA system, as this is a stand-alone server where all IO is local by design (of course, one 
should avoid the usage of remotely mounted file systems). On SA, Cuneiform creates a separate work-
ing directory for each task it starts. This directory is provided a copy of all input files and used for all 
intermediate and result files. Directories are not shared between tasks, so that all task-specific files are 
copied with each invocation. This also creates duplicate IO, but largely improves debugging and failure 
handling. 
 
System SA YC HPC 
Estimate of  
acquisition costs ~11.000 € ~100.000 € ~800.000 € 
Workflow runtime  
(no caching) 65.13h  11.13h 1.14h 
Workflow runtime 
(caching) 24h  7.6h - 
Theoretical throughput per 
year (with caching) 365 runs 1153 runs 7684 runs 
Effectiveness  
(Throughput per Euro) 0,033 0,012 0,019 
 
Table 3: Cost, runtime, and effectiveness (as throughput per Euro) for three different systems 
running the same workflow over the same input and producing the same results. All runs were 
using 467 splits of each sample pair. For the effectiveness computation on HPC, we used only 
50% of the HPC acquisition costs, as the workflow uses only 50% of the nodes of this system.  
Cost/runtime Ratios on Different Systems 
The main aim of this study was to make the workflow available also for users and institutions without 
access to a very powerful compute infrastructure. After porting the workflow, we were able to execute 
it on three different systems, namely the source system HPC and the two different target systems SA 
and YC. Table 3 shows, for each system, the acquisition costs, the runtimes (with/out caching on the 
target system), the theoretical throughput per year, and the effectiveness, computed as throughput 
per Euro. Not surprisingly, the most powerful system (HPC) clearly is the fastest. It however, has a 
much worse effectiveness than the stand-alone server. Its effectiveness is roughly the same as that of 
the YC system. The latter may seem surprising, as the acquisition costs per node are considerably 
lower. However, we have seen that runtimes on YC suffer from insufficient memory per node and from 
the need of performing much additional IO through the lack of a POSIX-compatible distributed file 
system. In this sense, it is interesting that the improved scheduling of Hi-Way seems to be able to – at 
least partly – compensate for these disadvantages. 
As SaasFee is also able to run workflows on rented nodes in commercial clouds, we also performed 
experiments to estimate cost and effectiveness for such an installation. Note that the workflow only 
analyses mice genomes, which means that data privacy restrictions would not apply. Using 16 nodes 
of type r3.4xlarge, each having 256 threads and 122 GB, we estimated that the workflow execution 
would take ~14h and would incur a cost of ~500 Euros. Using this setup, the throughout per year would 
be ~625 at a total cost of ~313.000 Euros, yielding an effectiveness value of 0,002. As one would expect, 
renting resources is much less cost-effectiveness than buying hardware in cases where hardware utili-
zation is maximal. If we assume that, for instance, only 50 such experiments per year are performed, 
we get an effectiveness of 0,0045 for SA, 0,0005 for YC, 0,0001 for HPC, and 0,002 for EC2. At such low 
system utilization rates9, HPC becomes the least cost effective system; EC2 still is considerable less 
effective than a stand-alone cluster, but would perform every run roughly twice as fast; and YC be-
comes the second best effective system, also running roughly three times faster then SA.  
Discussion 
Bugs and Inefficiencies  
During our port, we encountered a number of bugs and/or inefficiencies both in the source and in the 
target system. We describe these in the following. The first two are inefficiencies in the original work-
flow implementation which we corrected, as the target systems are much less powerful than the 
source system, which greatly increases the pain accompanied with such inefficiencies. The other two 
issues are bugs we found in the SaasFee implementation, which here, for the first time, was confronted 
with workflow execution plans consisting of several thousands of physical tasks. 
• Adjusting the transition from BWA-MEM to MuTect. Any MuTect instance in the workflow 
analyzes only a small region of the alignment of a sample pair. However, “splitting” an align-
ment in regions can be implemented in two ways. In the original implementation, the output 
of BWA-MEM was not split, but sent entirely over the network to every MuTect instance. These 
instances were configured to process only a specific region by command-line parameters. This 
created a lot of unnecessary IO, as most of the transferred data is not used by the receiving 
MuTect instances. Therefore, we adapted the workflow such that it physically splits the output 
of BWA-MEM into separate files, such that each file represents a region that an individual Mu-
Tect instance should analyze. Only these regions were subsequently sent over the network. 
• Redundant BWA-MEM instances. In the original workflow, a total of 108 instances of BWA-
MEM are started: Two for every sample pair. However, only 29 alignments are actually neces-
sary, because a sample always creates the same alignment, irrespective of its partner in a sam-
ple pair. Fortunately, SaasFee has a “caching” feature, which caches the result of task invoca-
tions and reduces the cached results in case the very same task is started again. This feature 
can be switched of, as it only works properly for strictly deterministic tasks. We run the exper-
iments both with caching activated and deactivated for increased comparability (see Table 3). 
• SaasFee with many tasks. Running the workflow with Cuneiform revealed deficiencies in its 
implementation. Especially the large number of physical tasks generated by the workflow 
caused problems for task management. Beforehand, tasks and their designated folders were 
organized using a hash function. For smaller workflows, this function only very rarely created 
hash collisions. However, hash collisions became rather frequent for the workflow studied 
                                                          
9 We believe 50 is not an unrealistic number for computational infrastructures that are not run within dedicated, 
department-spanning service infrastructures. 
here, causing problems for the implementation. Additionally, the interpreter originally trav-
ersed the workflow graph with linear complexity for each update, leading to a complexity that 
is quadratic in the workflow size. This notably increased the total run time for a single run of 
the workflow. Both problems were solved with a new version of Cuneiform. The high number 
of tasks also caused initial problems in Hi-Way as the default configuration assigned too little 
memory to the master node to store and process its log. This issue was solved by assigning 
more memory to the process.  
• Task memory assignments in SaasFee. We experienced various pitfalls within SaasFee regard-
ing memory assignment on both target systems. On the SA system, memory and thread as-
signment is performed directly by the Cuneiform runtime engine, which (at that time) had a 
single parameter for specifying the maximum number of concurrent tasks within a workflow 
execution. However, the two main phases of the workflow exhibit different memory require-
ment. As the BWA-MEM phase has high memory requirements, only 30 instances can be 
started concurrently, which required to set the parameter to this value to avoid overload. Ac-
cordingly, Cuneiform also in the second phase started only 30 MuTect instances in parallel, 
although MuTect requires less memory. This behavior left considerable compute resources 
unused and significantly increased the total runtime. On the YC system, workflows are sched-
uled by HiWay using the Yarn framework. To perform sensible resource management, HiWay 
(in contrast to Cuneiform) has a task-specific parameter to configure the memory given to each 
instance of this task. However, MuTect has different (not drastically, but notable in the range 
of 30%) RAM demands for different input sizes. Furthermore, instrumenting the code to per-
form reliable memory measurements on different platforms (SA, YC) with different runtime 
engines and different CPUs turned out to be difficult. As memory is scarce on YC, we had to 
perform extensive testing to find the smallest such parameter suitable for all nodes on the 
platforms. Note that snakemake has a very similar setup in terms of memory assignment, but 
as the HPC system has considerably more memory per node than SA or YC, the respective 
parameters were simply set to a very conservative value using educated guessing. We did not 
measure the amount of memory thereby claimed but unused, which often is considerable 
when users are asked for estimates [DK14]. 
More or less MucTect splits 
As described above, the number of regions and thus of variant calling tasks is variable. In the original 
workflow, the value was set to 467, producing 467 MuTect tasks per pair. In the target system, we 
observed trade-offs on YC between this number of the amount of network traffic, IO, and instances 
per nodes. To explore this trade-off, we repeated the measurement with two other values, once with 
much less regions (22) and once with many more (2863). Results are shown in Table 4 (caching ena-
bled). Having many more regions considerable slowed down workflow execution, which we attribute 
to the more complex scheduling (467 regions generate 25.218 MuTect tasks, while 2863 generate 
154.602 tasks) and the many more stage-in / stage-out processes necessary for using HDFS. In contrast, 
using less splits reduced the runtime by ~17%. Figures SM1 and SM2 illustrate the system load on YC 
depending on the number of MuTect tasks. 
 
 Number of regions 22 467 2863 
 Runtime 6.35h 7.6h 15.2h 
 
Table 4: Runtime on YC with varying numbers of regions and hence MuTect instances. 
Acquisition costs and total cost of ownerships 
Our analysis makes several simplifying assumptions regarding the acquisition costs of the infrastruc-
tures used. For instance, HPC systems require dedicated and powerful cooling that often requires spe-
cialized buildings; such costs have not been included here. They are, however, also often shared be-
tween groups, reducing the costs per unit. HPC systems also are maintenance heavy, required a signif-
icantly higher number of technical and administrative staff. In contrast, a stand-alone server can easily 
be placed in an ordinary office and can be administered and programmed by the same person. Mid-
size clusters like YC are somewhat in-between, typically requiring only off-the-shelve cooling via air 
conditioning. Maintenance costs are not as low as in the SA setting, and the low cost components used 
typically result in more frequent hardware failures than in a HPC setting. 
We are not aware of any comprehensive study on total cost of ownership for different computational 
infrastructures for genome data analysis. There are studies on the cost of genome sequencing in gen-
eral [CKK+18, PFvdS17], but these focus on the cost of sequencing, not on the cost of data analysis. In 
their meta study, [SBTW18] found that many studies on the cost of sequencing fall short in considering 
all cost aspects or in being transparent regarding the aspects being included in the respective cost 
analysis. [MLL+16] were the first to bring up the issue of the increasing costs of data analysis in genome 
research. [SCFB15] analysed in detail the cost of variant calling from ~2500 WGS samples in a cloud 
setup but did not compare infrastructures.  
Related Work 
The advent of the “big data” area brought a flood of new systems that can be considered as scientific 
workflow engines [BL13, LPVM15,]. Quite a few of these were specifically developed for the analysis 
of large biomedical datasets in general and NGS data in particular. Examples include Galaxy [GNT+10], 
NextFlow [DTC+17], OpenAlea [PFV+15], and snakemake [KR12], handled in depth here. A short survey 
on NGS pipelines and their implementations with workflow engines can be found in [Lei17]; [SBR+15] 
contains a series of descriptions of practical installations in Europe.  
Most of these systems follow the black-box approach also underlying snakemake and SaasFee, i.e., the 
workflow engine considers individual tasks as given and immutable. In these systems, scheduling be-
comes the prime component to influence throughput and resource consumption. Another line of re-
search studies how individual tasks themselves can be implemented in a manner that allows for better 
scalability on distributed infrastructures, e.g. [RDM+12]. Here, performance engineering typically is 
achieved at a lower level by porting individual algorithms to APIs created for supporting distributed 
applications, such as MapReduce (at a logically rather high level, [ZLJ+13]), or MPI (at a logically very 
low level, [GGL+99]). 
One aim of the present study was to support reproducibility of workflow analysis by becoming less 
dependent on a particular hardware infrastructure. [CBB+17] gives a general survey of reproducibility 
issues in the Life Sciences. Another aim was to illustrate potential users of the workflow the implica-
tions of choosing a hardware platform in terms of throughput and acquisition costs. [SL10] discussed 
further criteria for selecting compute platforms for big data applications. Much of the problems we 
encountered can be attributed to the scheduling components of the systems under study, which, in 
one or the other way, have to cope with the difficulties to estimate and exploit precise estimates of 
resource requirements of the individual workflow tasks. [WGL18] describes the state-of-the-art in pre-
dictive performance modelling in workflow-like systems using a black-box approach. 
Despite the many works advocating reproducibility in large-scale data analysis [KKLS17, NT14, SSM18, 
MWHW16, MDBL16], there are surprisingly few studies on the difficulties of porting a concrete work-
flow between concrete systems. [SSVS15] compared the implementation of Crossbow, an application 
for read alignment and SNP calling, on a HPC system with that on a Hadoop-based cluster. [OST+19] 
describes porting a workflow in molecular dynamics between two supercomputers having different 
topologies and architectures. [CMX+16] ported a workflow for analyzing whole-exome sequencing 
data from a HPC system to the Microsoft Azure cloud.  
Conclusions  
We described a series of problems we encountered when porting a state-of-the-art workflow (in 2016) 
for NGS data analysis between two scientific workflow systems with rather different technical features 
and running on three very different hardware infrastructures. Overcoming these problems was feasi-
ble, but required almost three person months of work, although we had the favorable circumstances 
that experts for the workflow and for the source and the target systems were readily available and 
involved in the project. The main reasons for the problems were (1) implicit assumptions on schedulers 
and infrastructure leading to certain design decisions in the original workflow that had to be uncovered 
and translated into the target system in a laborious trial-and-error process, (2), the different ap-
proaches to scheduling and file exchange in the different systems that needed to be overcome by 
changing the workflow design and its configuration, and (3) bugs in the target systems that were not 
encountered in previous experiments.  
The project described in this work mostly was carried out in 2017, and the original workflow was im-
plemented in 2016. Probably, a number of design decisions would be taken differently today. For in-
stance, the use of containerized tool implementations make the installation of a runtime environment 
considerably simpler than four years ago. The increasing popularity of CWL as a standard workflow 
language might solve the problem of porting between languages with different semantics. However, 
we note that both of these issues were real, yet not responsible for most of the porting effort. We 
believe that the main sources of problems, i.e., heterogeneous workflow components beneath the 
language, implicit assumptions leading to hard-coded design decisions in the workflows, and bugs in 
the workflow systems, which mostly are research prototype and not mature production-ready sys-
tems, today are not less severe. 
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Supplementary Material 
 
 
Figure SM1: Task invocations over time on YC with 467 MuTect tasks per alignment pair. The 
alignment process (blue) is followed by splitting the alignment file (green) and subsequent vari-
ant identification (red). 
 
Figure SM2: Task invocations over time on YC with 2863 MuTect tasks per alignment pair. See 
Figure SM1 for color codes. 
 
